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About Sauna360 

Our history of innovation

With roots going back as far as 1916 Sauna360 is the 

oldest sauna company in the world.

Today the group consists of five prominent sauna brands: 

Tylö, Helo, Kastor, Finnleo and Amerec. The brands all 

have a crucial role in developing the market consisting 

of high quality bespoke sauna rooms, sauna accessories, 

steam rooms and wellness technology.

Our journey started with Kastor as the first Finnish 

sauna brand in 1916 followed by Helo as the first 

manufacturers of electric sauna heaters in the 1950’s.  

In 1951 the founder of Tylö built his first heater, and 

has been in the forefront serving the market ever since. 

In 1984 Finnleo took the Finnish sauna to the US and 

became North America’s pure sauna specialist.

Today we continue creating top quality sauna, steam 

and wellness products made to be a vital part of  

healthy living. 

Brief 
History
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Bespoke 
Designs
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Bespoke Home 
Sauna & Steam Room 

At Sauna360  We have been providing 

bespoke sauna, bespoke steam rooms 

and infrared solutions to residential 

properties across the UK since 1990. 

Renowned for working with some of 

the country’s top architects and interior 

designers, Sauna360 has unrivalled 

experience in developing spectacular 

wellness suites in homes of all sizes.

Built to your exact 
specification 

At Sauna360  we design, plan and 

build a private sanctuary to your exact 

specifications. Our development 

process is unencumbered by the 

restrictions of off the shelf components 

and materials. Instead, we create 

something that fits your space, 

taste and budget, leaving you with 

an environment perfectly tuned for 

maximum rest and relaxation.
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Your private sanctuary

We design, plan and build a private sanctuary to your exact specifications. Our development 

process is unencumbered by the restrictions of off the shelf components and materials. Instead, 

we create something that fits your space, taste and budget, leaving you with an environment 

perfectly tuned for maximum rest and relaxation.

Only premium brands

We work with a selection of carefully chosen premium brand partners who offer the best available 

products to suit our clients’ needs and desires and are not restricted to one manufacturer. This 

provides limitless design possibilities.
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Brand Partners

Sauna360 can assist you to design your own sauna or 

steam room interior to suit your taste. From benching 

options to decorative ceilings or beautiful crystal 

features and design led sauna heaters, create a bespoke 

interior which suits your wellness requirements precisely.

EOS

EOS has been developing and building sauna technology for more than 50 

years for the international superior and luxury market.

The product portfolio contains trendsetting and high-quality electric sauna 

heaters to suit all sauna cabin designs, whatever the size or layout.

Underbench and behind bench heaters developed by EOS are becoming 

increasingly popular both for reasons of safety and cleaner bench layouts.

Microcement

Where a tiled surface is not appropriate, bespoke microcement finishing 

provides a smooth flowing surface which can be varied in texture to client 

choice. A special seal is used to protect this surface in the high humidity of 

steam rooms.

Sauna360 works closely with two specialists in this field who are experts in 

the use of this product in steam rooms. 

We are proud not to be limited by the constraints of one provider. 

We work tirelessly to source the best products from the best suppliers 

around the world. It is these loyal long term relationships with superior 

suppliers that allows us to provide our industry leading aftercare.  

Here are just a few examples of our trusted brand partners...

Sommerhuber Heat  
Storing Ceramic

We are proud to partner with Sommerhuber to offer heat 

storing ceramic products for your home wellness area. 

Superior to all other ceramic materials and founded in 

1419, Sommerhuber ceramic stores heat and emits it 

directly to the body as opposed to heating the room. 

Immerse yourself in the comforting heat promoting 

relaxation and vitality. 

From beautiful ceramic loungers and clay spa products 

through to full spa solutions, Sommerhuber offers a 

wide choice of colour glazes to suit most aesthetic 

choices. Large format panels with minimal joins result in 

a beautiful and hygienic surface that is easy to clean.

We work closely with the luxury Mother-of-Pearl tiling 

brand, Siminetti. The best and the original specialist in 

shell surfaces.

Utilising both freshwater pearl and saltwater pearl, 

Siminetti’s Mosaics and Decorative Panels are available 

in an exclusive series of colours, styles and patterns. All 

of their luxury surfaces are handcrafted and sourced 

from eco-friendly, sustainable sources.

Mother of pearl is unmatched by any man-made 

materials, creating a lasting impression in the most 

luxurious of steam room interiors. The super thin mosaics 

are particularly suited to steam rooms both for following 

contours and reducing heat up time.

Unlike other copies, Siminetti have full BS EN ISO 

certification enabling them to offer a market leading  

10 year warranty for steam room use.

 
Siminetti
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Design & 
Installation
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Installation

Once a design has been approved, 

we will explain all the necessary site 

requirements and then we will book 

a convenient time for our installation 

team to come and fit your new sauna 

or steam suite and commission it.

Consultation

You will initially have a phone consultation with Antony or Andrea who will 

discuss your ideas at length and help realise your design wishes. Professional 

drawings will be produced and can be refined and amended to suit. Antony 

and Andrea have lots of experience working with architects and interior 

designers and can work in conjunction with your team if your sauna and 

steam room are part of a wider renovation project.
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Peace of mind 

That isn’t the end of the journey for 

us. Sauna360 UK is the only UK sauna 

and steam provider to offer a 5 year 

warranty on all residential products. We 

are always at the end of the phone for 

5 years, and beyond, to support and 

advise you when needed.
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With nearly 50 years experience working in the Sauna and Steam industry, 
Antony is renowned for his incredible knowledge and passion for authentic 
thermal experiences.His attention to detail and technical knowledge set 
him apart from others. He sees clients as long-term relationships who stay 
in touch for years to come.

Andrea started her career as a senior buyer for Harrods before joining 
Sauna360 10 years ago. Her keen eye for design has been invaluable in 
developing ever more elaborate designs for our clients.She is a fabulous 
addition to the Sauna360 UK team regularly praised by clients for her 
positive attitude and efficiency.

Andrea Hallam 
Designer 
andrea.hallam@sauna360.com

Antony Watkins 
Sales Director 
antony.watkins@sauna360.com

The Residential Team

Residential Division 

At Sauna360 we are experts in sauna, steam and infrared. Thousands of 

hotels, spas, gyms and clubs rely on Sauna360 for their leisure facilities, and 

with a wide range of home sauna cabins & steam room products you can 

now relax with Sauna360 at home.

Part of the global Sauna360 Group, we specialise in creating traditional 

sauna, steam, Infrared and wellness experiences for a modern lifestyle. 

With manufacturing plants in Finland, Sweden and USA, continual product 

research and development allows Sauna360 to create top quality sauna 

and steam products with full service back up and the added comfort of the 

Sauna360 5 Year Warranty on domestic installations!

Sauna360 has designed and worked on a number of award-winning spas 

that have received accolades from The Good Spa Guide, AA Hospitality 

Awards, The Bubble Luxury Spa Awards and more. This unrivalled expertise 

and experience, makes Sauna360 the top choice for sauna and steam needs 

across the UK today.
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Case 
Studies
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On finding a beautiful, multi acre site in the Sussex countryside, our client 

planned a new luxury residence and then turned his attention to the leisure 

facilities – specialists created the stunning swimming pool with full length 

bespoke wall mural with poolside loungers whilst Sauna360 were invited to 

create a special deign sauna with all glass front and feature tower heater. 

We the completed a more discrete steam room in rich blue mosaic tiling 

for personal bathing and revitalisation. Great attention was paid to feature 

lighting throughout which now presents a soft, warm and inviting space to 

wind down and relax.  

Sauna & Steam Wellness Suite
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Bespoke Sauna - Our client came to us with a design 

idea for a modern, sleek sauna interior that did not use 

traditional horizontal or vertical wall panelling. Sauna360 

UK was able to bring the client’s ideas to life using 

bespoke sauna boards to create a clean, contemporary 

look that is just as efficient and comfortable whilst also 

achieving the desired aesthetic.

Bespoke Steam Room - Sauna360 also installed an 

opulent, bespoke steam room alongside the sauna. 

Finished in a deep blue glass mosaic with generous, 

sweeping roll front benches, the client is able to relax in 

comfort and style.
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Having completed the construction of his beautiful new home in the  

Surrey countryside, our client turned his attention to the provision of a large 

wellness area to include swimming pool, sauna, steam room and relaxation 

area. The solution to achieving a luxurious and expansive health suite  

was ingenious.

Following the current fashion for forming basement leisure areas, this client 

had an intriguing twist: excavate under the rear garden to make huge space 

with dual purpose – partly as secure underground parking for his beautiful 

motor car collection and the remainder to allow the installation of a large, 

stunning swimming pool complemented by sauna and steam room both 

featuring full width, clear glass fascias and U shaped benching to emphasise 

the great social occasion of heat bathing. Clean contemporary panelling, 

subtle lighting and a feature faux-living wall complete the sense of opulence 

and comfort.

Naturally a beautiful garden was reconstructed, hiding completely the 

wonders below, now accessed via a neat garden gazebo!  

Poolside Steam Room and Sauna
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Sauna - Warm Alder panelling  

was chosen for the sauna with a 

hidden heater to have clean lines 

and ensure absolute safety for 

young ones.

Steam Room - The matching steam room was lined in 

beautiful pearl green mosaics to echo the pool finish.

Yet another angle on how to introduce a wellness feature 

at home, all beautifully presented and a project in which 

Sauna360 were proud to play our part!



Sauna360 Ltd

3 The Felbridge Centre 
Imberhorne Lane 
East Grinstead 
West Sussex 
RH19 1XP

Phone: 0800 0234590 
Fax: +44 (0)1342 300 550 
Email: sales.uk@sauna360.com 
Instagram: @sauna360uk

www.sauna360uk.com

RESIDENTIAL
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